Changing the cord from left to right
KA BL 02

WARNING!

This is a technical procedure, it is highly recommended that only a qualified
stove technician perform the left to right cord switch. Do not plug into outlet
until installation is finished. Only plug into a grounded outlet.
Scan to Watch

All blowers come from the factory with the cord on the left hand side as you are facing the stove. If you have a
power outlet on the opposite side, you can switch the cord to right hand side. You will need a pair of locking pliers
to perform the cord swap.

Step 1: Make sure that the blower is not

Step 2: Using a pair of locking pliers,

Step 4: Position the cord inside the hole,

Step 5: pull on the cord to check that the Step 6:

plugged into an outlet. Read through these
instructions carefully.

squeeze firmly to compress and insert the
strain relief into the hole. Release to lock the
strain relief into place.

squeeze to compress the strain relief and
wiggle while pulling out of the hole.

strain relief is locked into it’s groove.

Step3: Gently lay the cord over to the oth-

er side of the blower and slide the strain relief
to a new position on the cord where is will go
through the hole.

Push in the provided plug into the
hole on the side of the cord that is opposite the
blower. Once inserted, bend the teeth outward to
lock plug in place. You can use some black stove
paint to paint the plug black if desired.

KA BL 02
Install and Operating Instructions
CASCADE LE ASHWOOD or SEQUOIA BLOWER

WARNING!

Risk of electric shock. Absolutely do not plug into outlet until installation is finished.
Only plug into a grounded outlet.
Installation Instructions
1.

Before beginning installation, Install the
small cover plug by following step 6 on the
back side of this sheet. If you are reversing the
cord from left to right, carefully read and follow
steps 1-6 on the back of this sheet.

2.

Using a 3/8” open ended wrench, locate and
loosen the two acorn nuts (cap nuts) on the bottom of the Stove ash lip. Loosen the two nuts to
expose approximately 1/8” of the threaded stud
that is attached to the ash lip.

3.

On the top of the blower, locate the two ushaped slots at the outside edges. These two
slots will slide around the threaded studs on the
ash lip.

4.

From the front of the stove, slide the blower
underneath the ash lip and guide the u-shaped
slots into position around the threaded studs.

5.

Make sure that the thermostat disk is contacting
the face of the stove and tighten the acorn nuts
with the 3/8” wrench. Do not over tighten.

Operating Instructions
This blower provides 165 CFM of airflow around the firebox of the insert. This blower has a variable speed control
feature and will circulate warm air throughout the room
based on the speed that you select. This blower is also
equipped with a thermostat that will switch the blower off
when the insert is cool.
Turn on your blower using the speed control switch located
on the power cord. Turn clockwise to click the blower to
high speed. Continue to turn the knob clockwise to reduce
the speed of the blower. Once the insert heats up the blower
will automatically come on: The blower will not turn on
until the stove reaches a certain temperature and the
thermostat switch turns on.
ALWAYS RUN THE BLOWER WHEN BURNING A
FIRE. If you leave the blower off while burning a fire, this
will cause your insert to be inefficient and will reduce the
life of the blower unit.
It is generally a good idea to find a speed setting that you
like and leave the blower on that setting during the entire
heating season. The blower will come on and go off as
needed. Once the season is over, you can switch the blower
off (counter-clockwise) and unplug it.

Thermostat disk should contact the
face of the stove body.
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